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"One day, a witch's cat found a dusty old cookbook, and it gave him the most marvellous idea..." The witch has gone out and inspired by the old cookbook, the cat is determined to knock up a
super-scrumptious surprise lunch for her. But unfortunately, his enthusiasm far exceeds his cooking abilities, and he carelessly overlooks some rather important information. But hey, what's
the worst that could happen? "A fabulously charming story with beautiful illustrations. I have a feeling we'll be reading this one again (and again, and again...)" Fran Grant"This is a super book
- it's got everything! Magic, potions, a lovely witch, and of course a cheeky cat - and with such beautiful illustrations, it's one that my little ones ask for over and over." Rebecca C "I love this
book because it is really funny and made me laugh out loud. I woke up the next day and made a play with my sister, I was the witch and she was the cat. I like how the cat ends up reading her
own book about spells, she is a clever cat!". Words from my daughter who was captured by this delightful storybook that has clearly made an impact! Highly recommended read! Kirstie
Watson is a gifted author and the illustrations are adorable." Mrs Sumudu Edirisinghe "We love the Witch's Cat - my nearly 3yr old granddaughter asks for it almost every day and knows
what's going to happen on every page - she still laughs at each bit though!! This is a really well written and beautifully illustrated story which I thoroughly recommend." Kindle Customer
A retelling of twelve classic Russian fables by a celebrated nineteenth-century writer is accompanied by illustrations from the award-winning artist of Alison's Zinnia.
Cat lovers can forget about eating solo, and cats no more have to look longingly at the meals their caretakers have prepared in hope of getting a bite. Now, with the help of Cooking for Two:
Your Cat & You, felines and their friends can share a meal for breakfast, lunch, or dinner! In this new two-species cookbook, Brandon Schultz has adapted dozens of unpretentious recipes for
“people food” to fit both the palate of humans and the dietary limitations of cats. He covers what foods are and aren’t safe for our furry companions, suggests resources for making day-to-day
cat food, and gives tips on making food for special occasions appetizing for both human and cat. Each recipe has instructions and ingredient lists for both types of diners. Some sample recipes
include: Breakfast frittata Thanksgiving dinner Vegetable stirfry Spinach and quinoa side salad Banana fool And much more! With Cooking for Two: Your Cat & You, you’ll be on your way to
happy mealtimes for owner and kitty!
Write down your favorite recipes, family recipes, new recipes on this cute and playful cooking journal. The book dimension is 6x9 inches with 120 pages. You can write up to 55 recipes and
have more fun by sticking your food photos or draw your final creations on the decorated frame Separate frames for recipe's title, ingredients, directions, notes and cook time to write in. The
table of contents at the beginning makes it easy to find your recipes. Plus, a basic measurement conversions page. Enjoy kitty cat illustrations on every page. It is a perfect gift for cat lovers,
women, kids, and anyone who loves cooking. ? The secret ingredient is ALWAYS LOVE ? ENJOY COOKING
Keeping a blank cat recipe book can be extremely fun but very rewarding and helpful at the same time. A personal cat recipe book will help you track, record & organize your favorite cat
recipes & treats.It can also help you stay more focused and motivated. In addition to helping you keep track and chart your cat recipe writing activity, a blank cat recipe book can help you
identify the areas that you need to work on with your cat or kitten. When you revisit your previous entries in your cat treat book at a later date, your personal cat recipe writing activity will
provide you with data that will give you a powerful boost. You'll see your happiness rise because this daily cat recipe writing book & journal will help you see how much your relationship with
your cat has improved over time. Once you start achieving your daily cat recipe writing activity goals then you can replicate the entire process all over again if you slip back into lazy and
unproductive mode. Lend this blank cat recipe book to your friends and family members and help them replicate your success with their cats!Customers of InfinitYou are applying a daily cat
recipe writing progress ritual to track their daily success. They are recording their recipes in a cat recipe book just like this one. In addition they also are developing a passion for keeping a
daily cat journal, cat notebook, cat diary, cat planner, cat calendar, etc.for other related cat lifestyle goals, hobbies & activities with their cats!This blank cat treat journal cookbook that you are
about to invest into is an exact replica of what we are using ourselves successfully on a daily basis to keep our daily cat ritual on track.Now, you, too, can create your own cat cooking journal
and blank recipe book that is based on trackable results so that you are empowered to follow a cat recipe writing experience that is helping you to become more productive and moreeffective
cat lady!InfinitYou envisions as being an author of Quick-Reference Materialsfor usability and productivity in all lifestyle genres. InfinitYou likes to add creative vision to both entertain and
assist readers worldwide in reading, utilizing and consuming fun and exciting books, usability books and activity books. InfinitYou also loves to give its readers content so that they are enabled
to accomplish their entertaining, educational and professional goals. InfinitYou continually updates its products, ensuring accuracy of information and the highest level of usability, making sure
its products are fun and entertaining as well. InfinitYou's products are always available in whatever format its readers prefer to consume its contentInvest today in your own personal blank cat
recipe book and make sure that you are keeping your cat recipe writing goals on track. Once you get the hang of it you'll be glad you did because soon you are going to be addicted to the
power of keeping a personal blank cat recipe book just like all the InfinitYou customers are doing it because they are having success with InfinitYou's cat and kitten blank recipe books.
These recipes will help to guide you towards providing your pet with some delightfully tasty meals and treats that will give them plenty of nutrition! This book will help you to make the transition
over to a homemade cat food diet easy for your feline friend. These yummy recipes are certainly going to have your furry friend purring with delight at their full and tasty flavors!
A charmingly illustrated humorous Cook Book that should appeal to anybody who has a pet or loves to cook. Stories of cat cuisine collected from around the world. Including a cat dictionary.
In today’s world, cats have become obese; they have so many health issues, we’ve veered off course and forgotten that cats are carnivores. So we provide dehydrated, processed pebbles that do not even
resemble anything edible. Many cats have become obese zombies, eating out of habit rather than hunger. We are all animals. Some of us walk on four legs, and some walk on two legs. For mind and body to
achieve their fullest potential, wholesome nutrition is required. People are confused about food in general but especially about pet food. This book simplifies what pet food is and what it should be.
??, ??, ?????????????? English, Korean, Traditional Chinese, Simplified Chinese, Pinyin
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Lots of giggles in this picturebook for all lovers of kitties and lunches.
Celebrate the tenth anniversary of Pusheen—the internet’s favorite cartoon cat—with this colorful and fun collection of recipes that is filled with cookies, cakes, and other delicious treats. The ultimate cookbook
for Pusheen fans and cat lovers alike, Let’s Bake features forty vibrant recipes for sweet treats and savory snacks, inspired by the adorably plump and mischievous kitty. Each recipe is either Pusheenshaped, or features Pusheen’s face or the faces of her friends so these treats will satisfy your taste buds and tickle your funny bone. With recipes for home chefs of every skill level—from fruit tarts to donuts
and beyond—there is something delicious for everyone in Let’s Bake.
Vanessa and Tony Daou started giving cooking classes in 2005 when they opened the Black Cat Café & Bakery in the tiny historic spa village of Sharon Springs. Here is a compilation of the menus and
recipes from three years of cooking classes. Organized into lunch, baking and dinner classes, the forty classes here comprise almost two hundred recipes.

Write down your favorite recipes, family recipes, new recipes on this cute and playful cooking journal. The book dimension is 6x9 inches with 110 pages. You can write recipes
and have more fun by sticking your food photos or draw your final creations on the decorated frame Separate frames for recipe's title, ingredients, directions, notes and cook time
to write in. The table of contents at the beginning makes it easy to find your recipes. Plus, a basic measurement conversions page. Enjoy kitty cat illustrations on every page ? It
is a perfect gift for cat lovers, women, kids, and anyone who loves cooking. ? The secret ingredient is ALWAYS LOVE ? ENJOY COOKING
A compilation of delicious recipes from radio's favorite cat lady - and some of the best crazy cat people cooks around.
200 Page Lined journal providing pages for note taking, studying, jotting down ideas, or studying
Cat lovers can forget about eating solo, and cats no more have to look longingly at the meals their caretakers have prepared in hope of getting a bite. Now, with the help of
Cooking for Two: Your Cat & You, felines and their friends can share a meal for breakfast, lunch, or dinner! In this new two-species cookbook, Brandon Schultz has adapted
dozens of unpretentious recipes for 'people food' to fit both the palate of humans and the dietary limitations of cats. He covers what foods are and aren't safe for our furry
companions, suggests resources for making day-to-day cat food, and gives tips on making food for special occasions appetizing for both human and cat. Each recipe has
instructions and ingredient lists for both types of diners. Some sample recipes include: Breakfast frittata Thanksgiving dinner Vegetable stirfry Spinach and quinoa side salad
Banana fool And much more! With Cooking for Two: Your Cat & You, you'll be on your way to happy mealtimes for owner and kitty!
A tongue-in-cheek cookbook features recipes such as southern-fried mouse, mouse pot pie, macaroni and mouse, mousetail soup, ratwurst in beer, and burritos con raton
"Booming With Cats: Coloring Book will make you literally roll on the floor laughing. Feel free to gift this to friends and enemies. It will help them reduce stress significantly. Cat
booms are deadly. "Booming With Cats: Coloring Book " is not for faint hearted! Do you have what it takes to color this book? Do you have what it takes to color this book?
There are a lot of conflicting theories and myths about what to feed our dogs and cats. This can get very confusing about what the best approach is to ensure a healthy long life
style for our pets, especially when these myths are coming from people to earn a profit or lack knowledge about pet nutrition. This book will help clarify a lot of questions some
people may have about home cooking and put the myths to rest. It may be a lot of information to take in all at once, however I do assure you that it is not as complicated as it
seems.This book is for-People interested to transition their dog or cat to a home cooked diet-People who already home cook and want to ensure that they are feeding the right
quantities, variation and balance-Learn the benefits of home cooking-Feeding a well balanced home cooked meal-Whether or not to supplement the dog or cat-How to make
homemade treats
Cat lovers love to pamper their feline friends. They give their cats the best food, the most fashionable collars, and the best toys. It's a fact that most cats rule their owners, so
when they turn up their noses at their food, what are we going to do? Start cooking! You cook for yourself and your friends, so why not cook for your loving companion. Pamper
Your Cat shows readers how to prepare tasty and healthful treats and main meals for their cats. This purr-fectly delightful collection of recipes features 100 tempting and tasty
treats for your cat.
For people, homemade meals are almost always healthier than what you can buy ready-to-eat from the store. It stands to reason that the same would be true for our feline
friends, right? Not necessarily. It's a good idea to learn all that is involved in making nutritionally complete and balanced cat food before you rush out and buy a bunch of
ingredients. The process may not be as simple as you imagine. Cats, unlike dogs, can get bored easily, and that is why it is important for their diet to have variety, meaning that
the cat owner has to know how to make enough recipes to keep things interesting. This book provides all the recipes you will need for various occasions. In this book you can
expect to learn about: -Recipes for picky cats -What to make for your cat on its birthday -What to do when your cat is dealing with certain diseases or problems -And a lot more! It
is not enough to simply rinse and repeat recipes year-round, it is also necessary to know which recipe to use for each occasion, however, knowing how to do so properly will
make sure that your cat is as well-behaved as it could be. If you are ready to learn how to make delicious recipes for your pet cat, then scrolling to the BUY button and clicking it
is the first step.
Clawdius Cat loves to cook, he follows the recipes, but nothing comes out right. Chameleon watches him for weeks, and finally finds what is going wrong.
Twenty simple, healthy, and delicious recipes to cook for your cat at home, from everyday dishes to treats and snacks. In her latest book, food writer Debora Robertson has
created a fun, indulgent book for feline fanatics. Inspired by her cat, Dixie, she's devised an exciting menu of simple, inexpensive dinners and treats made using readily available
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ingredients, so they fit easily into your everyday life. With twenty recipes, there is something to tempt even the most finicky of feline palates. The book is packed full of advice on
your marvelous cat's diet. It begins with an indispensable larder section before guiding you through everyday treats, easy one-pot dinners, and delicious dishes for special
occasions. Many of the dishes can be made cheaply in batches, and there is advice on how best to feed your cat. The book includes recipes not only for good general health, but
also advice on nutrition for sick or recovering cats. And because play is important, the book also contains simple craft projects too, including a fishing-pole toy, scratching post,
indoor kitty garden, catnip mouse, cardboard cat playhouse, and cat pillow. There are also suggestions on making presents for cats, as well as tips on training and general good
cat behavior.
The Cat in the Hat bakes cupcakes in this simple retelling of a scene from the movie version of Dr. Seuss's classic book.
Cooking with the CatCooking For CatsThe Healthy, Happy Way to Feed Your CatRizzoli Publications
Write down your favorite recipes, family recipes, new recipes on this cute and playful cooking journal. (book cover available in 3 colors; Pink, Mint Green, and Red) The book
dimension is 6x9 inches with 120 pages. You can write up to 55 recipes and have more fun by sticking your food photos or draw your final creations on the decorated frame
Separate frames for recipe's title, ingredients, directions, notes and cook time to write in. The table of contents at the beginning makes it easy to find your recipes. Plus, a basic
measurement conversions page. Enjoy kitty cat illustrations on every page ? It is a perfect gift for cat lovers, women, kids, and anyone who loves cooking. ? The secret ingredient
is ALWAYS LOVE ? ENJOY COOKING
Garfield learns the importance of using a recipe and following instructions when learning how to cook. Includes recipe cards.
There's a reason why pets beg at your table--they want real food! Not the kibble manufactured by pet food companies, drained of nutrients. If we are dedicated to preparing
healthy meaals for ourselves in the comfort and safety of our own kitchens, shouldn't we be doing the same for our pets? In this Cat Food Diet Book, we will give you a number of
recipes to prepare for your cat meals! This book includes: ? An overview of your cat's nutritional needs ? An introduction to the world of raw cat food and other homemade cat
food diets ? Detailed information about the pros and cons of homemade cat food ? Tips for creating a balanced cat food diet at home ? A collection of recipes for homemade cat
food and treats that you can make yourself if you decide that it is the best option. It's time to go back to the table. Know exactly what your cat is eating and serve it a variety of
real food that it deserves. Be a responsible cat parent by balancing your cat's diet and pleasing its palate. Cooking for your cat is paws-ible!
"Cat wants to learn to cook. Will she find a book to help her in Acorn Library? Lift the flaps to find out, and then join Cat and all her friends for a special surprise!"--Publisher's
description.
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